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Abstract: 

 The current research is based on the discursive analysis of responses to Trump’s speeches 

in the articles of Pakistani English newspapers. This is corpus-based learning of framing of 

discursive analyses of replies of Trump’s speeches in the articles of newspapers of Pakistani English. 

This research illustrates how national identity has been shown by analyzing the responses of Trump’s 

speeches in Pakistani English newspapers from February to April (2017). Pakistani English 

newspapers characterized the national identity in Trump’s speeches interpreting their purposes. As 

the newspapers played an important role to depict the true picture of the responses of Donald Trump. 

The frequency of the keywords and the process of linguistic devices explored along presented the 

positive image of Donald Trump. A larger corpus has been built upon the articles of four Pakistani 

English newspapers. Through the software of Antconc, frequency of Keywords, Concordance in 

addition Concordance Plot analyzed. For the interpretation, Van Dijak’s socio-cognitive model was 

used. Through the interpretation, it is analyzed how Newspaper columnists framed the image of 

Donald Trump which has been used for personal purposes. It has been anticipated that the existing 

study will stimulate the upcoming researchers to discover linguistic management in dissimilar 

communal discourses. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Study 

The current study explores the structure of nationwide individuality on answers to the 

words of Trump in Pakistani English newspapers. The effort of the education was to 

sightsee the custom of dialectology strategies through the journalists in the reporters to 

edge spitting or edifice of nationwide individuality. On the replies of speeches of Trump, 

the discursive construction of national identity is of countless rank in the new radical 

matters in Pakistan Socio cognitive model of Van Dijk resolve similarly assist in this 

training to investigate the structure of nationwide individuality. A sensation supposed 

for the national identity of consuming a residence by a unique national or to one state. 
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A hard-wearing whole is a sense of county, by way of verbal through duties, ethos, in 

addition to vernacular in addition to radical associations. A national character is 

mentioned through non-concrete spirits, united through one for the meeting of persons 

around a Nation. 

 National identity similarly has gotten in psychological relationships as “An 

awareness of difference” besides the salutation of "we" as well as "They. The identity of 

one's established account in a constructive sunlit is a devotion that has been depicted 

via national self-importance besides productive sensitivity for the love of one‟s nation. 

Secure confidence that mentioned to state uniqueness in the nation‟s advantage plus 

plain correctness near one‟s nation. Four Pakistani English newspapers were combined 

to create the corpora. Through “Antconc” software the data was collected. The 

practicality of reporters is particularly unspoken on the part of mass media in 

legislation. Our opinions view then biosphere opinions through the dissertation 

surround which are cerebral device unstated. The usage of this instrument is normally 

comatose, up till now disapprovingly realism gotten in the world. Journalism about 

somewhat concerning this authenticity, sunny of awareness has been actual significant 

to carry our discourse to edges in this bright of notice. What is to exclude and what is to 

include in the section it is added through journalists. It is a whole order which weighs a 

nimble, glimmer of realization. It is normal or bound in culture. It haggard through a 

depiction setting to sure particulars then additional rudiments to the contextual. An 

onlooker‟s consideration strength harassed through revenue of a mass media edge to 

type unique section via journalists to de-emphasize in addition to permission out the 

story completely. To concept, the realism settings salvaged through revenues of presses. 

They have gotten as a result of one‟s spirit. It was stated the creation of an appearance 

for the community to save the anticipated answers has been one of the finest examples. 

The relation of public inspected through border effort after a variability of effort 

counting scheme, dangerous then rhetorical viewpoints (Toth, 1992). 

 McCombs (2001) expands the quarrel of Entman in addition to utter that 

finished framing clarifications, partialities besides change audience associates detected. 

In fact, to improve the obtainability in addition to assessing the key rank of thought 

frames recycled. In the linguistic choices of the Daily paper Marie (2007) also 

mentioned operation in “An examination of how approaches presented in News 

Reporting”. She coincided with the method of the message of dialect, a despicable of 

presenting also decoration the plan of beliefs. There is nobody distinct since the 

thoughts it covers, but a large contract the way it is recycled round how thoughts have 

formed. In the errand of the readers' newspapers have been reliant then are thus the 

power to brand each likely effort near brand their welfares. Wilson (2011) branded that 

the term corpus referred to in dissimilar performances. The buildup of a text baptized 

quantity. The term corpus has originated in Latin which suggests physique. It has been 

deliberated as the gathering of content. A wide gathering of gratified has been corpus 

that controlled a vast amount of arguments then it stretches in contrivance intelligible 

surround. Francis (2004) observed this subject then uttered that in the corpus of 

phonetics applied for multidimensional resolutions through researchers besides 

specialists for several educational resolves. So, in contemporary research, the 

journalists of newspapers characterized the erection of countrywide individuality 

through their purposes. They have strained to edge the copy of Donald Trump 

damagingly as well as definitely. It is consequently essential to examine how the 

reader‟s opinion is framed over the syntax selections. 
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The strategies of linguistics practices have been commonly lifeless, but these linguistics 

movements have been recycled very deliberately through the journalists of newspapers 

to display the authenticity of the creation which is understood through us. In print 

mass media the journalism, effort to plan somewhat meaning to the actual common 

biosphere, it is relevant to parade the surrounds then treatises from the standpoint of 

awareness. To redesign the thoughts as well as opinions framing is a decent way. Van 

Dijk (2002) spoke that media encloses were a matter portrayed in print media. Media 

summaries proposal restrictions everywhere a newscast story besides had a filled 

controller what is dangerous as well as what has not been interesting. It is contingent 

on magazine summaries through the daily paper's correspondents to indicate whatever 

to unite into a division plus whatever to overlook. It has been a process that might be 

knowing or unaware of or level of bound culture. A broadcasting plan secondhand to 

appeal a person who reads respects for specific shares of a journalist's news story, to de-

underline diverse portions, in addition to disremember a rare certainties entirely. 

 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

The presidency of Donald Trump had been an excessive position in the politics of 

America (1st February to 31st April 2017) which had been a warm matter debated then 

articled among the outlines of the Pakistani English Newspapers. The newspapers 

activated estimation as well as the frame for the public overall through verbal choices. 

These choices were central to view the creation of the booklover in addition to in the 

long run starting an appearance of the object mentioned. 

 

1.3 Significance of the study 

The existing exploration contributes competent as well as illustrative inquiry of view 

Pakistani English newspaper pages. It will deal with additional examination for the 

upcoming examination for rational as well as effectual inquiry of the recede as well as 

current problems of Pakistani lawmaking matters. It will similarly broaden the idea of 

the bookworm round newspaper organization of language. 

  

1.4 Research objectives 

There are the subsequent objectives of research of this study; 

 To recognize the occurrence of keywords that had been reused in Pakistani 

English newspapers for the construction of national identity. 

 To catch how the language of newspaper operated to edge moral VS evil 

appearance in the articles of Pakistani English newspapers. 

 To observe how the temperament of Donald Trump is portrayed by the 

columnists in Pakistani English newspapers. 

 

1.5 Research Questions 

The current investigation examines the next exploration queries;  

1. How the character of Donald Trump is framed through the frequency of words 

in Pakistani English newspapers? 

2. How did the national identity reveal in Pakistani English newspapers 

through the manipulation of language? 

3. How do Pakistani English newspapers present the personality of Donald 

Trump? 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

  

There have been numerous features of the newspaper of language for its specific. The 

newspaper has been a combination of dissimilar types of substances in addition to the 

amalgamation of the structures of diverse stylistic colors. (Van Dijk 1988, Crystal & 

Davy 1969). The casual language of the newspaper was in addition to objective (Pape, 

2005). Terminologies in addition to informal arguments don‟t occur apart from in 

citations. New stories are written in the past tense. Nevertheless, small headings are 

printed in the present tense. Original sections transcribed in a passive voice slightly 

rightness is to inscribe in the active voice.  

 It was perceived that there have been continuously modest sentences as well 

as small verdicts in the newspaper. Great rhythm as well as crucial news presented by 

small sentences though slow rhythm designated in the innovative division of the news 

through lengthy condemnations. Tuchman (1978) approved the opinion of Pape as well 

as Featherstone as well as specified that in the newscast manuscript uncommunicative 

arguments were established. These words are recycled expressively to type that the 

reader can read the newspaper. Downs& Crown notice that "if a speech restricted, it 

silences people who may location in overall reserved left its feature”Crystal and Davy 

(1969) declared that "The whole thing that occurs in a newspaper or printed through a 

journalist would not be linguistically similar"(p.89) Detached perceived amid 

sensationalist newspaper adding to tatters them in adding to the identity of the care of 

the “booklover “observed through two varied newspapers. The goal of these newspapers 

was unlike readers by means of Crystal (1992). Therefore, dissimilar languages and 

panaches secondhand through them. Subject substance continuous, diverse colors of 

stylistics preserved besides understood exposed through each newspaper. 

 Fowler (1991) proposed the altered language style of newspapers as well as 

weeklies. The discrepancy of the distribution of two newspapers was assumed through 

him. Advent stalk from the philosophical difference of change also recommended as well 

as it perceived after a hypothetical idea of vision highlighted that „apiece singular 

system of dialectal look has its particular worth in wording of text choices etc. To 

comprehend the philological of reporters accept a language method proposed through 

him. Meanwhile, if the theme stuff is a serious linguistics tactic so the communal 

building of senses in addition to discourse is exactly unspoken. "Our individuality to 

each other… advanced, discussed, ascribed, divergent, managed in addition to accessed 

in discourse." (Benwell & Stokoe, 2006, p. 4)Today, research has made newspapers 

influential by adding search topics. A language of English whose erudition properties 

are actually calm to catch. This is owing to the point that the world language has been 

English which is surely extensively had been recycled through numerous countries. 

Even Indonesia which seats English by way of Distant Language (simply in place of a 

Foreign Language, not recycled in ordinary life) is not leftward behindhand to deliver 

countless assets for culture. It can be recycled as a connected paper to acquire English. 

To mark it cooler aimed at you to revision over an online English newspaper, now we 

currently some selections of paper locations that you might stay in addition to of 

sequence have been very confidential. 

 BBC News 

 Al Jazeera 

 BC News 

 CNN News 
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 Fox News 

 

2.1 Recent newspaper language and media framing research 

There is a part in political discourse in starting, copying, legitimizing influence as well 

as power. This twisted out to have elevated numerous expectations for the occurrence of 

critical discourse lessons on the text in addition to radical meetings. The study can be 

over the linguistic investigation since party-political discipline is practically like to 

communal discipline chastisements, where societal skill is very likely for the usage of 

the approach of postmodernism to its treatise 

 It is a unique object that can draw earlier to text dissertation examination as 

well as partisan argument, specifically the edges method (a concept rented since 

reasoning discipline)  

 

2.2 Ideology and power 

It was declared the purpose of CDA is to be examining the influence constructions 

besides imparting philosophies. Philosophy in this respect is not to be understood in an 

optimistic intelligence; somewhat, it is exposed to the notion of dishonesty. It is not the 

Marxist ideological deportment affecting the ignoble/superficial construction contrast 

that is absorbed through CDA. Researchers of politics name four dominant 

topographies of philosophy as;  

1. It is understood that power is most important than cognition. 

2 individuals‟ evaluation is able by their understanding. 

3. Leadership delivered from side to side act through them. 

4. They must be rationally clear. (Mullins, p. 972) 

 

 2.3 Corpus Linguistics 

It was naturally realized the corpus of etymology. A study of language is corpus 

linguistics as well as a meaningful examination plan that customs an accretion of single 

works or "honest words" is identified by way of the corpus. Linguistics corpus recycled 

to distinct in addition to inquire near roughly semantic conjecture as well as proposals 

notable knowledge into the mechanisms of the linguistic that has completed it a winner 

amongst the greatest lengthily secondhand approaches of etymological vision. 

  

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

A mixed-method approach was used to examine as well as investigate. A singular 

corpus was gathered for the analysis of data by Antconc software. The data was 

composed of the articles of Pakistani English newspapers. The sociocognitive model of 

Van Dijk smeared in this education for the useful clarification of the research. 

 

3.1 Van Dijk’s socio-cognitive Model 

For a qualitative explanation of the results of the quantity examination of the data, the 

Sociocognitive model of Van Dijk (1998) applied to understand the inclosing of upright 

VS evil appearance of the discursive edifice of the language of Trump in Pakistani 

English newspapers. The subsequent topographies of Van Dijk‟s socio-cognitive model 

smeared for the clarification of the facts qualitatively.  

 The text is not roughly that is open of charge as well as designates realism as 

it is. 
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 Language is not unbiased but transmits sure ideological communications that 

are predisposed through the text maker. 

 It expresses how language recycled to realize control inequities in society 

happen in addition to how people observe it. Critical discourse analysis asks 

for excavation of meanings entrenched in the language in addition to charity 

through the social groups to gain ideological fights. 

 

4. DATA ANALYSIS 

 

The data was examined by gathering articles from four Pakistani English newspapers. 

They are “The Nation, Dawn, Express tribune as well as The Daily Times”. The part of 

dissimilar reporters is energetic in creating philosophy in the attentions of the 

booklovers. The language of news is caring for understanding the slope of the paper in 

the direction of sure occasion or character. A corpus reflected to examine the language 

of the newspaper in addition to the main focus beleaguered on the view sheets of such 

journalists. The newscast was composed outmoded for three months, February to April 

2017.  

 

4.1 The Nation 

The data poised since the estimation sheets of “The Nation” in addition to it amassed 

into one folder after the date. Word tokens of total numbers were 10040Types of words 

were10974. Out of these token arguments, there was the incidence of Dorland Trump 

126, Election 41, Russia 92, CIA 12, Politics 55, Democracy State 171, 20 of religion. 

The frequency of these exact arguments is also assumed in the flat method. Bar Chart, 

as well as Pie Chart, also recycled to depict the graphical picture of these key 

arguments in the assumed symbol. 

  

The Nation data 

Table 1.1 Occurrence of Keywords in the Nation 

Wordlist The Nation 

Election 41 

Trump 126 

Democracy 41 

CIA 12 

Russia 92 

State 171 

Religion 21 

   Number of files=1 

              Word tokens=104063 

             Word types=10974 

 

Dawn 

The data was composed since the view sheets of “Dawn” beside it accumulated into one 

folder since the retro of (February, March, and April). These estimation sides are 

connected to good descriptions of Donald Trump as well as bad descriptions. The entire 

statistics of words tokens of this file are 34118. Word types of statistics were2270. Out 

of these token words, there are 279 incidences of „0 religion, 91 to state, 0 to politics, 0 

to CIA, 0 to Russia as well as 0 to elections. The occurrence of these detailed disputes is 

also assumed in flat form. Bar Chart in addition to Pie Chart also recycled to depict the 

graphical image of these key arguments in the assumed number. 
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Table 1.2 Occurrence of keywords in “Dawn” 

Wordlist Dawn 

Donald Trump 279 

Election 0 

CIA 0 

Russia 166 

Democracy 1 

Religion 0 

State 91 

Politics 0 

  Number of files=1 

              Word tokens=34118 

              Word types=2270 

 

4.2 The Express Tribune 

The data was composed of the view sides of “Express Tribune” as well as it collected 

into one folder since the date. The total quantity of tokens of words in this folder was 

6032. The figures of word types had been 1854. Out of these, there were 0 occurrences of 

„Donald trump, 6 to Elections, 0 to Russia, 0 to CIA, 4 to politics, 9 to State, 3 to 

Religion, 1 to Democracy ‟. The occurrence of these detailed words is also quantified in a 

flat system. Bar Chart besides Pie Chart also secondhand to prove the graphical 

demonstration of these key confrontations in the agreed symbol. 

 

Express Tribune 

 

Table 4.3 Occurrence of keywords in “Express Tribune" 

Wordlist Express Tribune 

Politics 4 

Russia 0 

Election 6 

CIA 0 

Trump 0 

Religion 3 

State 9 

Democracy 1 

Number of files=01 

Number of word tokens=6032 

Number of word types=1854 

 

4.3 The Daily Times 

The “Daily times” data was composed since the estimation sheets too additional 

accumulated into a unique folder since the retro of (February, March, April). The total 

word tokens are 6032. The statistics of term types had been 1854. Available of these 

token arguments, the occurrence of word 6 to religion,25 to state,7 to politics,4 to CIA,0 

to Russia, as well as 6 to Elections. The incidence assumed these precise arguments in a 

flat procedure. Pie Chart, as well as Bar Chart, also recycled to mean the illustration in 

the graphical formula in the character subordinate.  

 

Table 4.4 Occurrence of “The Daily Times” 

Wordlist The daily times 

Russia 0 

Election 6 

Trump 0 

Politics 7 

CIA 4 

Religion 6 
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Democracy 4 

State 25 

       Number of word tokens=13409 

       Word types=3139 

          

Total occurrences of keywords in all the view sheets of different newspapers 

Wordlist Dawn The Nation The daily 

times 

Express Tribune Total frequency 

Donald Trump 279 126 0 0 405 

Election 0 41 6 6 53 

Russia 166 92 0 0 258 

CIA 0 12 4 0 16 

Politics 0 55 7 4 66 

State 91 171 25 9 296 

Religion 0 20 6 3 29 

Democracy 1 41 4 1 47 

 

5. CONCLUSION  

 

The current inspection had been around the Structure of nationwide character in 

innovator's treatises. A confused examination of responses of conversation of trump in 

Pakistani newspapers‟.  

 The reporters of the nation had used specific verbal choices to plan 

optimistically in addition to the negative image of trump. The reappearance of slogans, 

for example, state, religion, politics, Russia, democracy CIA, races as well as trump had 

presumed an authoritative share in this scrutiny. "The Nation" had more return of 

bywords than dissimilar daily papers below this inspection. The inspection moreover 

had been exposed that the presses of "First light" had disproportionately been powerful 

around Donald trump's national personality. They had been exploited specific phonetics 

conclusions to disapprove trump religiously, politically, approximately as well as 

acceptable. With the help of sure semantic choices, they had been tried to brand 

peruser's philosophy around this specific genius. Positive as well as negative senses of 

precise words had been exposed that The Nation paper feature writers had remarkably 

expressive methods around the national identity of Trump. They had been cleared to 

understand what is to exclude and what is to include in the national papers. The 

scrutiny furthermore had exposed that Express tribune feature authors had reused 

extra undesirable traces than optimistic connotations to the aspersive national identity 

of trump. With the help of sure etymological choices, it endeavored in the nation paper 

to harmful trump dutifully, administratively, approximately in addition to also truly. 

This dash thrust to depict The Nation papers journalists‟ method to contract by 

revealing the charm of Donald Trump. There will be opened another window by the 

inspection for future observers. 

 

5.1 Delimitations 

 The data was collected merely from the Pakistani English newspapers of 

editorial pages. 

 Four Pakistani English newspapers were used to compose the data, Dawn, 

The nation as well as Express Tribune. 

 The data has been placid simply since the retro of (1st February to 30th April 

2017). 
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